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LPT-314BK
Punch Down Tool for Terminating 

Structured Data and Telephone Cables
in Kröne or 110/88 type Terminal Blocks.

The LanPro LPT-314BK, very durable and reliable tool, also named 110
or Kröne punch down tool, with a traditional design, is a hand-held impact tool 
that helps the telecommunication technician to terminate structured cabling 
connectors with insulation displacement like punch down blocks, keystone-
compatible jacks, or patch panels with IDCs of the 110 or Kröne standard.

Normally used for terminating Ethernet cable with four (4) twisted pairs with 
solid copper wires or telephone multi-pair cables. 

It has an ergonomic and easy to hold handle, an internal adjustable spring 
loaded impact mechanism. Comes with the blade for better economy (most 
of the models come without the blade, which must be purchased separately).

Body handle made of resin and fiberglass for outstanding durability. Do not 
compare to cheaper plastic imitations. It has a high pressure impact capability.

Pressure is adjustable. It also has a convenient storage for additional spare 
blades. 

Features:

Inserts and cuts
terminations in
one single operation.

Adjustable high pressure
of impact.

Extremely rugged
and reliable.

Precision blades are
interchangeable and reversi-
ble between 110/88 and
German Kröne standards.

Easy to handle,
comfortable grip. 

Colored for easy location
on the working place.

Finishing:
Black oxide coating.

Allows you to terminate 
a data cable or telephone 
cable.

Necessary for structured 
cabling termination
in all the categories,
including telephony.

LPT-314BK Punch Down Tool for Terminating Structured Data
and Telephone Cables in Kröne or 110/88 type Terminal Blocks.
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Specifications:

Type of blades available:

A

B

Operation Inserts and cuts operation in one operation 

Pressure of impact Adjustable

Type of jacks Keystone compatible IDCs and 110/88 type of terminal blocks

Wire/Cable type Solid AWG 20 to AWG 24

Wire cutter Yes, on one side of blade

Blade type Can be interchanged/reversed for cutting wire in same operation

Blade material Drop forged hardened carbon steel

Handle material Resin and fiberglass

Weight 0.25 Kg

Body material Carbon steel

Finish Black oxide

Spare Blades LPT-14B for 110/88 type of terminal
LPT-14BK for Kröne type of terminal

LPT-14B for 110/88 terminations LPT-14BK for Kröne terminations

How to Order:

LPT-314BK Punch Down Tool for terminating structured data and
telephone cables in Kröne or 110/88 type terminal blocks.
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